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SB 560

Texas Universal Service Fund

Project No. 21162
Project to EstabIish  Procedures for Providing USF Support for Schools Pursuant to
PURA 556.028
Adopted 9/23/99

Request for information and comments (g/8/99)  and Order Establishing Interim -
Procedures for the Disbursement of Texas Universal Service Funds Pursuant to PURA
$56.028  (1 O/4/99)

The purpose of this project was to establish an interim procedure for small and rural
incumbent local exchange companies (SRILECs)  to receive Texas Universal Service
Funds (TUSF)  pursuant to PUR4  $56.028 relating to universal service fund
reimbursements for certain intralata service. The SFULECs  are able to receive funds
through a permanent mechanism implemented upon adoption of new P.U.C. Subst. R.
$26.410  in Project No. 21163.

Project No. 21163
Rulemaking to Amend the Texas Universal Service Fund Rutes to Comply with SB
560
PURA, 55  56.021, 56.023, 56.024, 56.026, 56.028, and 56.072
Adopted 4/00

The purpose of this project was to amend the Texas Universal Service Fund (TUSF) rules
to comply with SB 560. The Commission adopted amendments to P.U.C. Subst. R.
26.401, 26.403, 26.404, 26.413, 26.414, 26.415, 26.417, and 26.418 and new 526.410
relating to the TUSF. These revisions affect all telecommunications carriers who receive
TUSF support. The revisions include adding the method used to determine support
allocation when unbundled network elements (LINES)  are used to provision service,
clarify discounts that are applied to certain services, and establish the circumstances in
which an eligible telecommunications provider (ETP) designation can be relinquished.
These activities were allowed in Project No. 2 1162



Affiliate Issues

Project No. 21164
Rulemaking to Address Affiliate Issues for Telecommunications Service Providers
Pursuant to PUFLA  @54.102,60.164,  60.165
Adopted 8-24-00

This project addresses the structural and transactional requirements for a holder of a CCN
and its affiliated telecommunications service providers applying for or holding a COA or

-SPCOA. Staff published initial questions and received comments on January l&2000.
A public workshop was held January 23,200O on staffs proposed strawman  rule. Parties
filed post-workshop comments on March 3,200O. After evaluating the parties’
comments, staff decided to merge this project with Project No. 2 1165 and consider all
affiliate matters concurrently. Staff issued revised questions on June 9, 2000

Review

Project No. 21160
Rulemaking to Address PURA Chapter 59 Withdrawal of Election and Switched Access
Rates
PI-IRA,  Sections 59.021, 59.024, and 59.025
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Project Iyo.  21169
Review oE/Substantive  Rules to Conform to SB 560
Adopted /

The purpose of this project is intended to make minor conforming changes to those PUC
Substantive Rules that, although affected by the changes to PURA created with SB 560,
were not sufficiently affected as to require the initiation of separate rulemaking projects.

Publication of the first of two sets of proposed rule changes was delayed to coordinate
with the publication of several rules relating to Chapter 58, Incentive Regulation. The
first set, containing additions and modifications to Subst. R. 26.5, Definitions, was
published in May 2000 and adopted in September 2000. The second set, containing
minor conforming  changes to Subst. R. 26.274, Imputation, was published in September
2000; adoption is expected in late November 2000.



Workforce Diversity

Project No. 21170
Compliance Proceeding for Utilities’ 5Year  Plan to Enhance Workforce Diversity
PURA, Section 52.256
Filings received 1 /l /OO

This project established a mechanism for telecommunications utilities to file workforce
diversity plans as established in SE3 560.

Project No. 22166
Rulemaking to Establish Procedures for Telecommunication Utilities’ Annual
Report of Workforce Diversity
Adopted 6100

The purpose of this project is to develop a rule that will establish procedures for
telecommunications utilities to comply with the new reporting requirement regarding
workforce diversity. Project was adopted June 2000.

Dark Fiber

Project No. 21171
Rulemaking to Address Municipalities or Certain Municipal Electric Systems
Leasing Excess Capacity of Fiber Optic Cable Facilities
PURA, Section 54.2025
Workshop held on l/24/00,  Project closed July 17, 2000

This project addressed PURA $54.2025, which provides that a municipality, or certain
municipal electric systems may lease excess capacity of fiber optic cable facilities (dark
fiber), so long it is done on a nondiscriminatory, nonpreferential basis. A rule was not
necessary at this time. Disputes will be handled on a case-by-case basis.

CLEC Access Charges

Project No. 21174
Rulemaking to Address COA/SPCOA  Switched Access Rates
PUKA, Section 52.155
Adopted 6/00

The purpose of this project was to address COAISPCOA  switched access rates. The
project will establish procedures for the Commission’s review of switched access rates in
excess of the rates charged by the territory’s CCN holder.
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Telecom Bill SimpMcation

Project No. 22130
Rulemaking to Implement PUFCA  955.012, Relating to Telecommunications Bill
Format
Adopted 7/00

This project, which was split off from Project No. 21423, Telephone Customer Protection -
Standards, revised SUBST. R. 26.25, Issuance and Format of Bills, to implement the new
PURA 555  .O  12. The new PIJlW  provision calls for LECs to issue simplified, easy-to-
understand bills for local exchange telephone service. To the extent permitted by law,
such bills are to include aggregate charges for each of the following: (1) basic local
service (charges and fees), (2) optional services, and (3) taxes.

New P.U.C. SUBST. R. 26.25, which replaces the previous version of SUBST. R. 26.25,
requires certificated telecommunications utilities (CTUs) (telecommunication utility
holder of a CCN,  COA, or SPCOA)  to comply with minimum bill information and format
guidelines, and to clarify information disseminated to residential customers in order to
reduce complaints of slamming and cramming. New 526.25  implements these
requirements pursuant to the mandates set forth in the Public Utility Regulatory Act
(PURA), most particularly in $55.012, Telecommunications Billing, but also in PURA
9 17.003(c) and 5 17.004(a)(g),  and in the Federal Communications Commission’s (FCC’s)
Truth-in-Billing rules (47 C.F.R. f~44.2000  and $64.2001 (1999)). PURA 5 55.012,
Telecommunications Billing, called on local exchange carriers (LECs)  to issue
simplified, easily understood bills for local service. PURA 5 55.012(c) stated that to the
extent allowed by law, such bills are to include aggregate charges for each of the
following: (1) basic local service, (2) optional services, and (3) taxes.

The new rule is necessary to decrease the confusion associated with the proliferation of
charges on residential customers’ telephone bills for separate services and products and of
related surcharges, fees, and taxes.

Matters of significant importance included the following:

l whether the rule should apply in its entirety to all CTUs, or just all LECs  (which by
PURA definition include holders of a CCN or a COA, but not holders of an SPCOA).
The adopted rule applies to all CTUs;

l exactly what information should be required to appear on the first page of a
residential customer’s bill. This was the biggest area of interest; the adopted rule is
considerably less prescriptive in this regard than was the version published for
comment. The adopted rule requires only that the first page include the grand total
due for all services billed, the payment due date, and a notification of any change in
service provider. Also, CLECS took the position that differentation in a competitive
market is one standard for choosing formatting for bills;
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what the required compliance date should be for implementing the mandated changes.
The adopted rule requires compliance within six months of the effective date,
meaning February 15,200 1.

whether CTUs could issue bills solely over the Internet. The adopted rule requires
that a residential customer receive his/her bill via the United States mail, “unless the
customer agrees with the CTU to receive a bill through different means, such as
electronically via the Internet.” As explained in the rule preamble, this language
allows the holder of an SPCOA, but not a holder of a CCN or a COA, from
promoting itself as a company that bills over the Internet only;

whether surcharges imposed on a percentage-of-revenue basis could be included oniy -
in the basic local subtotal, or would have to be prorated between basic local service
and optional services. The adopted rule permits the CTU either to include the portion
of such surcharges related to local service in the basic local subtotal or to allocate that
portion between basic local service and optional local services on a proportionate
basis;

whether to require the itemization (in dollars and cents) of surcharges included in the
subtotals for basic local service and optional services. The adopted rule allows the
CTU discretion on this matter; however, if the specific amount of each assessment is
not shown on the bill, the CTU must clearly indicate on the bill a toll-free method,
including a toll-free number, by which the customer may obtain information
regarding the amount and method of calculation of each surcharge; and

whether to require a specific statement on the bill of the amount the customer must
pay to avoid having his/her basic local service disconnected. The adopted rule does
not require such a statement; instead, it requires the CTU to clearly and conspicuously
identify on the bill those charges for which non-payment will not result in
disconnection of basic local service, or to clearly and conspicuously identify on the
bill those charges for which non-payment will result in disconnection of basic local
service. As noted in the preamble, a specific statement of the amount the customer
must pay to avoid disconnection will suffice for this purpose; it is also required by
P.U.C. SUBST. R. 26.28 to be included in any disconnection notice sent to a
residential customer.

IXC Flow Through Charges

Project No. 21172
Declaratory Order to address interexchauge carriers access charge reduction pass-
through filings.
Adopted 9-7-99

In this proceeding the Commission established Sworn Affidavits of Completion as the
mechanism for interexchange carriers to fulfill the requirements of PURA 52.112, which
relates to reduction pass-through requirements. The specific minute of use data



submitted and sworn to in the affidavits is considered highly confidential information by
the lXCs. The Declaratory Order was issued in September 1999 covering USF Dockets
185 15 and 185 16, and PURA Section 58.301, which relates to switched access rate
reduction.

Project No. 21173
Compliance project to address interexcbange carriers access charge reduction pass-
through filings.

In this proceeding initial access pass through filings were submitted by AT&T, MCI
Worldcom and Sprint (March 1, 2000) covering access reductions for the period
beginning September 1,  1999.  Supplemental filings of additional information were
submitted in early April of 2000.
A review of information submitted by AT&T, MCI Worldcom and Sprint indicates
reductions to Basic Rate Schedules as high as $0.05 per minute for intrastate long
distance calls. Additionally, the affidavits indicated that residential subscribers received
their proportionate share of switched access reductions in compliance with the
requirements of PWWL

SWB Access Charge Reductions

Project No. 21184
Southwestern Bell Telephone Company notice of intent to file amended tariff sheets
to implement reductions in its switched access service tariff in compliance with ST3
560.
Adopted 9-l-99

PLJRA  Section 58.301(l)  indicates that, effective September 1, 1999, an electing
company with greater than five million access lines in the state shall reduce its switched
access rates on a combined originating and terminating basis by one cent a minute.
In this proceeding SWBT proposed implementing the one-cent reduction required by
Section 5 8.30 l(1) by eliminating the one-cent Originating Residual Interconnection
Charge (MC) remaining after the Second Interim Order in Docket No. 185 15. The
commission approved the application after consideration of the comments from all of the
parties involved in the proceeding.

Project No. 22302
Application of Southwestern Bell Telephone company for approval of switched
access service rate reduction pursuant to PURA 958.301(t)
Adopted 7/6/00

New PURA Section 58.301(2) indicates that, by no later than July 1, 2000 an electing
company with greater than five million access lines in the state shall reduce its switched
access rates on a combined originating and terminating basis by two cents a minute.
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In this proceeding SWBT proposed implementing the one-cent reduction required by
Section 58.301( 1) by reducing the Terminating Carrier Common  Line Charge (CCL) by
two cents. The commission approved the application after an analysis of prior access
reductions and no protest from the parties involved in the proceeding.

Project No. 21158
Compliance Project to Implement Switched Access Rates Reductions
PURA, Section 58.301
Initiated 7/27/99

This project was set up for the reductions described in the above projects. This project
was not used. The 1 cent reduction was implemented under Project No. 21184, and the 2
cent reduction was implemented in Project No. 22302.

ChaDters  52,543  & 59 Pricing Flexibiliw

At the September 7, 2000 open meeting, the commission adopted seven new rules
that implement provisions of Senate Bill 560. Additionally, the commission repealed two
existing rules made obsolete by adoption of the new rules.

Project No. 21156
Requirements Applicable to Basic Network Services for Chapter 58 Electing
Companies
Adopted 9/7/00

New Subst. R. 26.224 Requirements Applicable to Basic Network Services for Chapter
58 Electing Companies, sets forth the procedural and substantive requirements for
changing the rates of basic network services. The rule affects Chapter 58 electing
companies. Through the adoption of Subst. R. 26.224, the commission made its rules
consistent with PURA regarding the realignment from 3 baskets to two (basic and non-
basic), and clarified the standards and procedures required of Chapter 58 electing
companies for offering basic network services to customers.

Project No. 21157
Requirements Applicable to Nonbasic Services for Chapter 58 Electing Companies,
Adopted 9/7/00

New Subst. R. 26.225 Requirements Applicable to Nonbasic Services for Chapter 58
Electing Companies, establishes the substantive requirements relating to nonbasic
services, including new services. The rule affects Chapter 58 electing companies.
Through the adoption of Subst. R. 26.225, the commission made its rules consistent with
PURA and clarified the standards required of Chapter 58 electing companies for offering
nonbasic services to customers.



Project No. 21155
Requirements Applicable to Pricing Flexibility for Chapter 58 Electing Companies
Adopted 9/7/00

New Subst. R. 26.226 Requirements Applicable to Pricing Flexibility for Chapter 58
EZecting  Companies, sets forth the substantive requirements related to pricing flexibility.
The rule affects Chapter 58 electing companies. Through the adoption of Subst. R.
26.226, the commission made its rules consistent with PURA and clarified the standards
required of Chapter 58 electing companies for exercising pricing flexibility

Project No. 21161
Procedures Applicable to Nonbasic Services and Pricing Flexibility  for Basic and
Nonbasic Services for Chapter 58 Electing Companies
Adopted 9/7/00

New Subst. R. 26.227 Procedures Applicable to Nonbasic Services and Pricing
Flexibility for Basic and Nonbasic Services for  Chapter 58 Electing Companies, sets
forth the procedural requirements for nonbasic services and pricing flexibility. The ruie
affects Chapter 58 electing companies. Through adoption of Subst. R. 24.227, the
commission implemented a procedure necessary to allow for an efficient and timely
review of service offerings and established a complaint process contemplated by Senate
Bill 560 in connection with information notice filings.

Project No. 21156
Procedures Applicable to Chapter 58 Electing Incumbent Local Exchange
Companies and Telecommunications Pricing.
Adopted 9/7/00

Repeal of Subst. R. 26.212, Procedures Applicable to Chapter 58 Electing Incumbent
Local Exchange Companies and Subst. R. 26.213, Telecommunications Pricing. These
rules are no longer necessary because of the changes mandated by SB 560 and Subst.
Rules 26.224,26.225,  26.226, and 26.227.

Project No. 21159
Long Run Incremental Cost (LRIC) Methodology for Services provided by Certain
Incumbent Local Exchange Carriers (ILECs)
Adopted 9/7/00

New Subst. R. 26.2 14 Long Run Incremental Cost (LRIC)  Methodology for Services
provided by Certain Incumbent Local Exchange Carriers (ILEG),  sets forth the
substantive and procedural requirements for LRIC studies filed by Chapter 52 companies
and Chapter 59 electing companies. Through the adoption of Subst. R. 26.214, the
commission made its rules consistent with PUlU  and clarified the standards required of



Chapter 52 companies and Chapter 59 electing companies for submitting LRIC studies to
the commission.

Project No. 21159
Requirements Applicable to Chapter 52 Companies
Adopted 9/7/00

New Subst. R. 26.228 Requirements Applicable to Chapter 52  Companies, sets forth the
substantive and procedural requirements regarding new services, pricing and packaging
flexibility, customer promotional offerings, and customer specific contracts. The rule
affects companies regulated under PURA, Chapter 52. Through the adoption of Subst. R. -
26.228, the commission made its rules consistent with PURA and clarified the standards
and procedures applicable to companies regulated under PURA, Chapter 52

Project No. 21159
Requirements Applicable to Chapter 59 Electing Companies
Adopted 9/7/00

Subst. R. 26.229 Requirements Applicable to Chapter 59 Electing Companies, sets forth
the substantive and procedural requirements regarding new services, pricing and
packaging flexibility, customer promotional offerings, and customer specific contracts.
The rule affects companies that elect to be regulated under PURA,  Chapter 59. Through
the adoption of Subst. R. 26.229, the commission made its rules consistent with PURA
and clarified the standards and procedures applicable to companies that elect to be
regulated under PUR4,  Chapter 59 for exercising flexibility and offering new services.

Important Issues

There are two significant areas of importance in these rules.  First, Subst. Rules
26.225, 26.226, 26.227, and 26.229 were proposed with an anticompetitive standard in
the form of a rebuttable presumption that placed the burden of proof upon an electing
company to show that the price of a service or package of services is not anticompetitive.
Specifically, the rebuttable presumption stated that the price of a service or package of
services is anticompetitive if it is lower than the sum of the total element long run
incremental (TELREC)-based wholesale prices of components needed to provide the
service or package. The commission concluded that an anticompetitive standard is more
appropriately developed on a case-by-case basis because a single rebuttable presumption
may not adequately address the range of anticompetitive behaviors over which the
commission has jurisdication  pursuant to PURA. The commission, therefore, deleted the
rebuttable presumption from the adopted versions of the rules. However, the commission
required incumbent LECs to furnish information, in their informational filing package,
about the list of relevant TELRIC based wholesale and retail prices for the service or
package being offered. An interested party may rely on this information to initiate a
complaint regarding anti-competitive pricing by the incumbent LEC.



Second, Subst. Rules 26.226, 26.227,26.228  and 26.229 were adopted by the
commission with provisions that establish standards regarding the packaging and joint
marketing of regulated services with unregulated products or services and/or with the
products or services of an electing company’s affiliate. Upon adoption, the provisions
were expanded to obtain greater assurance regarding potential anticompetitive practices
related to packaging and joint marketing.

MunicirJal  Franchise

Project No. 20935
Rulemakings to Implement the Provisions of HB 1777 or Section 283 of the Local
Government Code

26.461, Relating to Access Line Categories
Adopted 1 O/2 I/99

The provisions of this section apply to certificated telecommunication providers (CTPs),
(defined as a person with a certificate of convenience and necessity, certificate of
operation authority, or service provider certificate of operating authority to offer local
exchange telephone service) and to municipalities in the State of Texas. HB 1777
required the Commission to establish no more than three categories of access lines. This
section establishes three competitively neutral, non-discriminatory categories of access
lines for statewide use in establishing a uniform method for compensating municipalities
for the use of a public right-of-way by CTPs. CTPs urged the Commission to establish
not more than one category for administrative simplicity. Municipalities, on the other
hand, unanimously requested the Commission to establish three categories. The
Commission adopted three categories as it would offer Texas cities maximum flexibility
to design municipal rates for their citizens. The three categories would also allow cities to
establish a lower rates for residential users compared to business customers.

26.463, Relating to Calculation and Reporting of a Municipality’s Base amount
Adopted 1 O/21/99

This section establishes a uniform method for determining a municipality’s base amount
and for calculating the value of in-kind services provided to a municipality under an
effective franchise agreement or ordinance by certificated telecommunications providers
(CTPs), and sets forth relevant reporting requirements. This section applies to all
municipalities in the State of Texas.
The cities and the CTPs were divided in their opinion over whether the accounting
methodology used to calculate the 1998 base amount should be based on a calendar year
or fiscal year. There were also significant disagreements on whether to use cash or
revenue based accounting methods to calculate the 1998 base amount. Several cities
also argued that the escalation provisions under HB 1777 were perpetual and that the base
amount would have to be adjusted every year by the amount of escalation provisions in
terminated contracts. The commission adopted rules to require cities to use calendar
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year 1998 as the base year for calculating the 1998 base amount. However, the
commission rules gave the cities the flexibility to use revenues “due” for year 1998 to
calculate the base amount for that year.

The commission disagreed with the cities that the escalation provisions were perpetual.
The adopted rules allowed escalation only until March, 2000 - the date by which rates
have to be established by the commission. The commission concluded that escalation
provisions in terminated contract do not carry over beyond March, 2000. Further, the
commission noted that there is no mention in the statute about revising the base amount
by escalation every year.

26.465, Relating to Methodology for counting access lines and reporting
requirements for certificated telecommunication providers (CTP)
Adopted l/7/00

This section establishes a uniform method for counting access lines within a municipality
by category as provided by $26,461 (relating to Access Line Categories), sets forth
relevant reporting requirements, and sets forth certain reseller obligations under the Local
Government Code, Chapter 283. The provisions of this section apply to CTPs, in the
State of Texas.

CTPs  and Cities had several disagreements over the line counting methodology. The
commission adopted rules to require CTPs to count one access line for every end user in a
manner consistent with the definition of access lines in HB 1777

26.467, relating to rates, allocation, compensation, adjustments and reporting
initially adopted on 2-25-00. After a minor date change to the rule, it was
republished and  adopted on 5/l/00.

This section establishes the following:
(1) rates for categories of access lines;
(2) default allocation for municipalities;
(3) adjustments to the base amount and allocation;
(4) municipal compensation; and
(5) associated reporting requirements.

The provisions of this section apply to CTPs,  and to municipalities in the State of Texas
Cities objected to commission proposal that the default allocation should be a ratio of
1:1:1.
The commission revised its original proposal and adopted an allocation ratio that was an
average of the ratios submitted by the CTPs.
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Customer Protection - SB 86

Project No. 20787
Payphone  Compliance
Adopted 3/l/00

This project included the review of 523.54  relating to Pay Telephone Service as required
by The Appropriations Act of 1997, HB 1, Article IX, Section 167. As a result of this
review, the Commission repealed $23.54  relating to pay telephone service and added new
@26.102 relating to registration of pay telephone service providers and 26.341 through
26.347 relating to pay telephone service to replace $23.54.

Project No. 21006
Protection Against Unauthorized Billing Charges (“Cramming”)
Adopted 1 O/21/99

P.U.C. Substantive Rules 526.32,  Protection Against Unauthorized Billing Charges
(“Cramming”), was adopted to implement the provisions concerning unauthorized
charges on telephone bills as set forth in SB86, PURA $5 17.15 1- 17.15 8. The rule applies
to all “billing agents” and “service providers”. The rule includes requirements for billing
authorized charges, verification requirements, responsibilities of billing
telecommunications utilities and service providers for unauthorized charges, customer
notice requirements, and compliance and enforcement provisions. The rule ensures
protection against cramming without impeding prompt delivery of products and services,
minimizes cost and administrative requirements, and ensures consistency with FCC anti-
cramming guidelines.

Project No. 21030
Limitations on Local Telephone Service Disconnections
Adopted 1211199

Amendments to P.U.C. Substantive Rules $26.21  relating to General Provisions of
Customer Service and Protection Rules; 526.23  relating to Retisal of Service; $26.24
relating to Credit Requirements and Deposits; $26.27  relating to Bill Payment and
Adjustments; $26.28  relating to Suspension or Disconnection of Service; and $26.29
relating to Prepaid Local Telephone Service (PLTS) were adopted to implement SB86,
PURA $55.012.  These amendments: (1) prohibit discontinuance of residential basic local
service for nonpayment of long distance charges, (2) require that residential service
payment first be applied to basic local service, (3) require a local service provider to offer
and implement toll blocking to limit long distance charges after nonpayment for long
distance service, and allow disconnection of local service for fraudulent activity, and (4)
establish a maximum price that a local exchange company may charge a long distance
service provider for toll blocking. The amendments apply to all local telephone service
providers.
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Project No. 21419
Customer’s Right to Choice (Slamming)
Adopted 6/14/00

An amendment to P.U.C. Substantive Rules 826.130, Selection of Telecommunications
Utilities, was adopted to implement SB86,  PURA $17.004(a)(5) and @55.301-55.308.
The amendment (1) eliminates the distinction between carrier-initiated and customer-
initiated changes, (2) eliminates the information package mailing (negative option) as a
verification method, (3) absolves the customer of any liability for charges incurred during

-the first 30 days after an unauthorized telecommunications utility change, (4) prohibits
deceptive or fraudulent practice, (5) requires consistency with applicable federal laws and
rules, and (6) addresses the related issue of preferred telecommunications utility freezes.
The rule applies to all telecommunications utilities.

Project No. 21420
Administrative Penalties
Adopted 2/l  O/O0

An amendment to P.U.C. Procedural Rules $22.244,  Administrative Penalties, was
adopted to implement SB86,  PLJRA  5 15.024. The amendment eliminates the 30 day
“cure period” for violations of PURA Chapters 17, 55, and 64, clarifies that a violator
may not opt to pay a penalty without taking appropriate corrective action, and
incorporates the term “continuing violation.”

Project No. 21422
Automatic Dial Announcing Devices
Adopted l/27/00

An amendment to P.U.C. Substantive Rules $26.125  was adopted to implement PURA
$55.126.  The amendment shortens the amount of time an automatic dialing device must
disconnect from a called person from 30 seconds to five seconds. The rule applies to all
operators of automatic dial announcing devices.

Project No. 21424
Prepaid Calling Card Disclosures
Adopted 7/l 2/00

P.U.C. Substantive Rules $26.34,  Telephone Prepaid Calling Services, was adopted to
implement PURA 555.253.  The rule applies to all prepaid calling services companies.
The rule prescribes standards regarding the information a prepaid calling card company
shall disclose to customers concerning rates and terms of service.
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Project No. 21456
Certification, Registration and Reporting
Adopted 6/29/00

Amendments to P.U.C. Substantive Rules g26.107, Registration of Nondominant
Telecommunications Carriers, 526.109,  Standards for Granting of Certificates of
Operating Authority (COAs),  and §26.111,  Standards for Granting Service Provider
Certificate of Operating Authority (SPCOA), and new $26.114,  Suspension or
Revocation of Certificates of Operating Authority (WAS)  and Service Provider
Certificates of Operating Authority (SPCOA) were adopted to implement PURA -
5 8 17.05 I- 17.053. The amendments and new rule: establish registration requirements for
all nondominant carriers, requires registration as a condition for doing business in Texas,
establishes customer service and protection standards, and addresses suspension or
revocation of COAs and SPCOAs.The purpose of this project is to amend certification,
registration, and reporting requirements for SPCOPJCOA applicants to reflect legislative
authority to revoke or suspend certification of telecommunications utilities.

Pending Projects

Project No. 21423
Telephone Customer Service Rules
PUFF,  Sections 17.003(c), 17.004, and 17.052(3)
Published 7/7/00, Hearing 8/15/00,  Tawet  adoPtion date 10/g/00

The purpose of this project is to recast the existing customer protection rules for the new,
competitive environment. Key issues being addressed are: (1) applicability of rules to
dominant certificated telecommunications utilities (DCTUs) and nondominant
certificated telecommunications utilities (NCTUs), (2) emerging issues such as failure of
NCTUs to release lines, (3) discrimination protections, (4) prohibition of fraudulent,
unfair, misleading, deceptive, and anti-competitive practices and (5) information
disclosures

Equal versus bifurcated rules for DCTUs and NCTUs. Consumer groups and most
DCTUs proposed that the customer service and protection rules apply equally to all
certificated telecommunications utilities (CTUs). In support of their position, these
cornmenters made the following points: PURA requires uniform standards for ail CTUs,
perspective for the rules should be the customer, not the classification of the provider,
uniform rules will encourage more participation by giving some assurance to reluctant
consumers that the market will operate fairly, and since NCTUs indicated that they
cannot survive unless  they provide better service than DCTUs, then adhering to the
DCTU standards should not be a problem.

NCTUs favored bifurcated rules with less restrictive requirements for NCTUs. In
support of their position, these commenters made the following points: PURA encourages
competition, distinguishes between DCTUs and NCTUs in many areas, and does not
require uniform rules for all CTUs, the commission should apply regulatory mandates
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only when the market fails, uniform regulation is appropriate only when competitors are
equally situated, and equal application of rules would create substantial burdens and costs
for NCTUs and inhibit competition.

The proposed rules provide strong protections for all customers, while allowing some
flexibility to NCTUs to encourage increased competition. Ultimately, a highly
competitive local telecommunications market will benefit all customers.

Project No. 21329
Low Income/Automatic Enrollment
PI-JIM,  Section 17.004 (f)
Published 9/l/00,  Hearing target date 1 O/26/00, Target adoption date 12 /13/00

This project is charged with establishing terms and conditions necessary for automatic
enrollment into Lifeline service and will result in an amendment to $26.412.  Staff is
continuing to work with IX-E  on an implementation plan for automatic enrollment of
Lifeline services.

Project No. 21421
Customer Proprietary Network Information
PURA, Section 17.004
Merged into project 21423.

This team has met and reviewed the new statutory language concerning the privacy of
customer consumption and credit information. Based on their review, no changes are
needed to substantive rule $26.122. Additional language to address these specific
protections will be addressed in project 21423. There are ongoing federal proceedings as
well on this subject.

Project No. 22706
Discrimination
PURA, Section 17.004 (a) (4)
Published 8/25/00, Target hearing date 1 O/24/00, Target adoption date 1 l/l 6/00

This project includes changes in language relating to prohibitions relating to geography
and income. Telecommunications discrimination issues will be handled in two projects.
This project seeks to amend the commission’s policy language contained in substantive
rules § 26.4 so that it is in compliance with PURA. Specific mechanisms to implement
and enforce the prohibitions on discrimination found in proposed Substantive Rule 526.4
are included in Project No. 22423. The rules will apply to all telecommunications
providers.
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SUMMARY OF CHARGES ON
TELECOMMUNICATIONS SERWCES  BILLS

FEDERAL CHARGES

*SUBSCRIBER LINE CHARGE (SLC) AND THE PRESUBSCRIBED  INTERSTATE CARRIER CHARGE
(PICC)  WERE COMBINED BY THE FCC EFFECTIVE JULY 2000 UNDER THE NAME SLC.

FCC SUBSCRIBER LINE CHARGE (SLC)

Why is it on the biIl?
Title 47, Code of Federal Regulations, Section 69.152; United States Congress via the
Federal Communications Commission (FCC) in 1983. The FCC subscriber line charge
(SLC) came into being as part of the settlement reached in the divestiture of the regional
Bell operating companies from AT&T.

What is it?
Originally, this charge was intended to keep basic rates stable at the time of divestiture.
Local telephone companies assess the SLC to recover interstate costs associated with the
local loop that are not recovered elsewhere.

Also known as:
FCC-Approved Customer Line Charge
FCC Subscriber Line Charge
Interstate Subscriber Line Charge
Customer Subscriber Line Charge
l%lertil  Line Fee
Easy Access Dialing Charge

How much is it?
The monthly SLC is capped at $3.50 for each primary residential line and primary
business line. The cap for primary residential and business lines will not increase. The
charge for each additional residential line is currently capped at $6.07 per month; the
charge for each additional business line is currently capped at either the local telephone
company’s average interstate cost of providing such a line in the state or $9.21,
whichever is lower. The local telephone company can only assess charges for additional
lines that are necessary to cover interstate costs.

Who gets the money?
Local telephone companies.



PRESUBSCRIBED  INTEREXCHANGE CARRIER CHARGE (PICC)

Why is it on the bill?
Title 47, Code of Federal Regulations, Sections 69.104,69.153,  & 69.154; United States
Congress via the FCC, effective January 1,  1998.

What is it?
Long-distance companies pay the flat-rated presubscribed interexchange carrier charge
(PICC) to local phone companies to contribute towards the latter’s recovery of costs
associated with the local loop, the facility that links each telephone customer to the
network. A long-distance company pays this charge for each residential and business
telephone line that is presubscribed to the long-distance company. Long-distance
companies may recover the PICC from their customers. If a customer is not
presubscribed to a long-distance carrier, the local telephone company carrier may bill the
PICC.

Also known as:
National Access Fee (MCI)
Carrier Line Charge (AT&T)
Pre-subscribed Line Charge (Sprint long-distance bills)
Regulatory Related Charge (Sprint local bills, for customers with no presubscribed long-
distance carrier).

How much is it?
The maximum PICC paid by long-distance companies for primary residential lines and
single-line business lines is $1.04 per line per month. For non-primary residential lines,
the maximum PICC paid by long-distance companies is $2.53 per line per month; for
each multi-line business line, it is $4.31. Each year, the maximum PICC for multi-line
businesses will increase by $1 SO, as adjusted for inflation.

The PICC paid by long-distance companies will vary, based on the actual cost of
providing local telephone service in each area. Recent increases in the PICC are offset,
in part, by reductions in federal per-minute access charges paid by long-distance
companies to local telephone companies.

Who gets the money?
Local telephone companies.



FEDERAL UNIVERSAL SERVICE (FUSF) CHARGE

Why is it on the bill?
Title 47, Code of Federal Regulations, Sections 36, 54, and 69; United States Congress,
via the FCC. Effective January 1, 1998.

What is it?
This is the mechanism for funding the federal Universal Service Fund (WSF). The FUSF
charge is assessed to all telecommunications companies with interstate operations,
including long-distance carriers, wireless companies, pager companies, and payphone
companies. The amount collected through this charge funds telecommunications services’
discounts to schools, libraries, rural health care providers, and low-income customers; it
also provides funds to local telephone companies that serve rural, insular, and high-cost
areas. The FCC permits telecommunications companies that pay the charge to recover it
from their customers.

-

Also known as:
Federal Universal Service Fee (MCI)
Universal Connectivity Charge (AT&T)
Universal Service Carrier Charge (Sprint)

How much is it?
The level of the charge varies, depending upon anticipated FUSF requirements. MCI
charges 5% of the customer’s long-distance bill; Sprint charges 4.5%; and AT&T
assesses a flat rate of $0.93.

Who gets the money?
Schools, libraries, rural health care providers, and local telephone companies that serve
low-income customers and rural, insular, and high-cost areas. Funds associated with the
“e-rate” are allocated by grants to schools and libraries.



LOCAL NUMBER PORTABILITY (LNP) CHARGE

Why is it on the bill?
Title 47, Code of Federal Regulations, Section 52.33 and the Federal
Telecommunications Act of 1996, Section 251 (e) (2); United States Congress via the
FCC, effective February 1,  1999.

What is it?
This charge funds the configuration of local telephone companies’ networks so that a
customer switching local telephone companies will not need to change his current
telephone number as well. It recovers the cost of creating new facilities, the cost of
upgrading the network to accommodate number portability, and recurring costs incurred
in providing local number portability. The LNP charge aims to promote competition in
the local telecommunications market.

How much is it?
SWBT is billing $0.33 as its LNP charge. The FCC allows local telephone companies to
assess the monthly charge for a maximum of 5 years. The charge can be assessed only
when the local telephone company is capable of providing local number portability
within a local calling area.

Who gets the money?
Local telephone companies.

Which customers are exempt from paying this charge?
Subscribers on Lifeline Assistance programs.



FEDERAL EXCISE TAX

*BOTH  THE U.S. HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES AND THE U.S. SENATE HAVE
VOTED TO REPEAL THE FEDERAL EXCISE TAX. PRESIDENT CLINTON IS
EXPECTED TO SIGN THE BILL BUT HAS NOT AS OF THIS WRITING.

Why is it on the bill?
Title 26, United States Code, Sections 4251 and 3; United States Congress (1898).

What is it?
The federal excise tax was originally initiated as a luxury tax to pay for the Spanish-
American War. Now, all proceeds are used for general revenue purposes.

Also known as:
Federal tax

How much is it?
It is 3% of all billed local and long-distance services, and teletypewriter exchange
services.

Who gets the money?
The U.S. Treasury receives the proceeds, which are then disbursed as needed.

What services are nut subject to this charge/which customers are exempt from paying
this charge?
Installation charges
Answering services
Mobile radio telephone service
Coin-operated telephones
Telephone-operated security systems
News services and radio broadcasts of news and sporting events
Common carriers and communications companies
Military personnel serving in combat zones
lnternational organizations
Federal, state, and local government communications



STATE & LOCAL CHARGES

TEXAS UNIVERSAL SERVICE FUND (TUSF)  SURCHARGE

Why is it on the bill?
Public Utility Regulatory Act, Chapter 56; Texas Legislature, in 1987 and 1999; U.S.
Congress via the FCC in 1996.

Whut  is it?
The TUSF allows affordable service to high-cost rural customers, funds the Relay Texas
and Specialized Telecommunications Assistance programs for the hearing-disabled, and
funds telecommunications services discounts to low-income customers (Tel-Assistance
and Lifeline).

How much is it?
About 3.6% of taxable communications receipts.

Who must pay it?
All providers of telecommunications services, including wireless, pager, local and long
distance telephone companies.

Who gets the money?
The largest portion of the TUSF goes to provide assistance to local telephone companies
providing service in high-cost and rural areas. Other monies are allocated to fund the
Relay Texas and specialized equipment programs for the hearing-disabled, and to fund
discounts on telecommunications services for low-income customers. At this time, it is
estimated that the TUSF for fiscal year (FY) 2000 will total approximately
$493,405,000.  Of that amount, it is estimated that 90 % will be allocated to local
telephone companies serving high cost and rural customers; 3 % to fund discounts to low-
income customers; and a little under 3 % to fund programs for the hearing-disabled.

The Public Utility Commission of Texas (PUC) is currently conducting proceedings
addressing the TUSF. As a result of those proceedings, consistent with state law,
increases in the TUSF will be offset by reductions in the access charges that long-
distance companies pay to local telephone companies, and by reductions in the toll
charges that local telephone companies charge their customers. Long-distance companies
must pass through these access charge reductions to their residential customers on a
proportionate basis.

What services are not subject to this charge/which customers are exempt from paying
this charge?
Lifeline, Link-Up America, and Tel-Assistance customers; long-distance services not
originating and terminating in Texas; and tax-exempt entities such as schools and
universities.



Why is it on the bill?
Public Utility Regulatory Act, Chapter 57.041-050; Texas Legislature, in 1995.

What is it?
The Texas Infrastructure Fund (TIF) charge funds the provision of advanced
telecommunications services to public schools, hospitals, and libraries. Such funds are
distributed through grants and loans.

How much is it?
All telecommunications utilities and commercial mobile service providers pay 1.25 % of
their taxable telecommunications receipts into the TIF; the total amount in the TIF may
not exceed $1.5 billion. The charges assessed by affected companies vary.

-

Who gets the money?
Schools and qualifying institutions that apply for grants and loans.



9-l-l EMERGENCY SERVICE FEE

Why is it on the bill?
Texas Health & Safety Code, Section 771.07 1; Texas Legislature, in 1987.

What is it?
This fee funds the provision of 9-  1- 1 emergency telecommunications services.

How much is it?
The state 9-L 1 advisory commission sets this fee. The fee, which is based on the cost of
providing 9-  l-1 service in the region in which the customer is located, may not exceed
$0.50 per month for each local telephone line. The fee must be stated separately on the
customer’s bill. The PUC must review the establishment of the fee.

-

Who gets the money?
Local telephone companies must collect the fee from their customers, and then remit
those amounts to the relevant regional planning commission or other designated public
agency. The amount collected pursuant to the fee can be spent only in the region in which
it is collected. Revenues may also be appropriated to the emergency medical services
and trauma care system fund.
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9-l-l EQUALIZATION SURCHARGE

Why is it on the bill?
Texas Health & Safety Code, Section 77 1.072; Texas Legislature, in 1995.

What is it?
This surcharge generates additional funds for regions that do not collect sufficient funds
through the 9-  1- 1 emergency service fee.

How much is it?
The state 9-l- 1 advisory commission imposes this surcharge on customers receiving
intrastate long-distance service. The surcharge cannot exceed one-3/10ths  of 1% of the
charges for intrastate long-distance service. The PUC must review the establishment of
the surcharge.

-

Who gets the money?
Regional 9-l -I  planning commissions receive an allocation of the revenue to implement
9-  1 - 1 service, while the Texas Department of Health receives an allocation to fund poison
research and maintenance of the poison control centers.
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POISON CONTROL SURCHARGE

Why is it on the bill?
Texas Health & Safety Code, Sections 777.001 -.Ol  1; Texas Legislature, in 1993.

What is it?
The surcharge funds six regional poison control centers that are open 24-hours-a-day, 7-
days-a-week, and toll-free referral and information services.

How much is it?
It is the same as the 9-l-l equalization surcharge. The surcharge cannot exceed 3/10thS of
1% of monthly intrastate state long-distance charges.

-

Who gets the money?
The Advisory Committee on State Emergency Communications and the Texas
Department of Health, to distribute as needed.



STATE AND LOCAL SALES TAXES

Why is it on the bill?
Texas Tax Code, Sections 15 1.05 1,  15  1.308, and I5 1.323; Texas Legislature and local
jurisdictions including cities, counties, special purpose districts, and transit authorities.

What is it?
These taxes are levied on tangible personal property and taxable services, including
amusement services, cable television services, personal services, repair and remodeling
services, aircraft services, telecommunications services, real property services, and data
processing services.

-

Huw  much is it?
The state tax rate is 6.25%; the total of all local taxes cannot exceed 2%. Therefore, state
and local taxes combined cannot exceed 8.25%.

Who gets the money?
General Revenue Fund and local governmental authorities.

Must you pay taxes on the charges that appear on your bill?
Yes, according to the Texas Comptroller of Public Accounts. These charges are not taxes
imposed on the customer, but rather upon the providers/sellers of telecommunications
services. They are considered a part of the total sales price of the telecommunications
services provided. These charges cannot be passed through to the ratepayers as a tax or
fee, but are collected as a reimbursement.

What services are not subject to this charge?
Long-distance services that are not originated and terminated in Texas
Prepaid calling cards
Services obtained through a reseller
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STATE FRANCHISE TAXES OR FEES

Why is it on the bill?
Texas Tax Code, Sections 171 .OOl,  .002,  .065,  and .080;  Public Utility Regulatory Act,
Section 53.202; Texas Legislature, in 1991 (House Bill 11).

What is it?
A franchise tax assessed to corporations doing business in Texas.

Also known as:
House Bill 11 Surcharge
Cost of service surcharge

How  much is it?
Only local telephone companies that have not elected incentive regulation, and for which
the PUC has not set rates in a general rate proceeding since 1991, can assess this
surcharge. If the qualifying local telephone company requests the imposition of this
surcharge, the PUC must allow the local telephone company to adjust its billing to do so.
The amount recovered from customers varies annually, depending on the level of
franchise taxes incurred by the local telephone company.

Who gets the money?
General Revenue Fund.

What services are not subject to this charge?
Local telephone service provided by cooperatives
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LOCAL FRANCHISE TAXES OR FEES

Why is it on the bill?
House Bill 1777, Section 283.05 l(a);  Texas Legislature, in 1999; Public Utility
Regulatory Act, Section 54.206; Texas Legislature, in 1995.

What is it?
Recently enacted House Bill 1777 requires certificated telecommunications providers that
provide telecommunications service within a municipality to compensate the
municipality for the use of public rights-of-way. House Bill 1777 gives the PUC
responsibility for determining these amounts; previously, municipalities and carriers
addressed the compensation issue through negotiated agreements. The PUC is in the
process of adopting rules implementing House Bill 1777.

State law also gives a certificated telecommunications carrier the right to recover, on a
pro rata basis, the amount paid to a municipality from its customers who are within the
boundaries of the municipality. This charge may be separately stated on the customer’s
bill.

How much is it?
The amount of the fee will vary by municipality and type of customer.

Who gets the money?
Local telephone companies.
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PUBLIC UTILITY GROSS RECElPTS  TAX

Why is it on the bill?
Public Utility Regulatory Act, Sections 16.001-021;  Texas Legislature, in 1975.

What is it?
Revenues generated from this tax are used to appropriate funds to the PUC and the Office
of Public Utility Counsel (OPUC). Amounts generated but not appropriated to those
agencies remain in the General Revenue Fund. In FY 1999, the total amount collected is
estimated to be $41.2 million. Of this amount, the PUC was appropriated $10.1 million,
and the OPUC was appropriated $1.4 million.

-

Also known as:
State Regulatory Tax
Regulatory Fee

HOW much is it?
All public utilities, including long-distance companies, pay one-sixth of 1% of their gross
receipts.

Who gets the money?
State of Texas, PUC, and OPUC.
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EXPANDED LOCAL CALLING SERVICE (ELCS) FEE & SURCHARGE

Why is it on the bill?
Public Utility Regulatory Act, Section 55.048; Texas Legislature, in 1993.

What is it?
Customers in many rural exchanges are not able to call schools, state agencies, hospitals,
and businesses in their communities of interest without paying long-distance charges.
Subject to certain restrictions, state law allows such customers to petition the PUC to
obtain expanded local calling service (ELCS). ELCS expands rural customers’ local
calling scopes by allowing them to call additional exchanges by paying a flat fee, rather
than incur long-distance charges assessed on a per-minute basis. If the cost of providing
ELCS exceeds the revenues received from the service, state law allows the local
telephone company to surcharge all of its customers in Texas to make up the difference.

How much is it?
For the first five exchanges, the maximum ELCS fee is $3.50 per month for a residential
line and $7.00 per month for. a business line. This fee may increase by $1.50 for each
additional exchange over five. The ELCS surcharge varies among companies.
Southwestern Bell charges 16 cents per month, while GTE bills 73 cents. The PUC must
approve all ELCS fees and surcharges.

Who gets the money?
Local telephone companies.



EXTENDED AREA SERVICE (EAS)

Why is it on the bill?
Public Utility Regulatory Act, Section 55.021-024;  Texas Legislature, in 1983.

What is it?
Customers in rural and metropolitan areas often desire to make calls to/receive calls from
homes, schools, state agencies, hospitals, and businesses in their communities of interest
without paying long-distance charges. Extended area service (EAS) expands customers’
local calling scopes by allowing them to call additional contiguous exchanges for a flat
fee, rather than incur long-distance charges assessed on a per-minute basis. The PUC can
approve mandatory EAS or optional EAS either pursuant to a joint agreement between
affected local telephone companies and affected communities, or upon a petitioning
community’s showing that traffic volumes justify EAS. EAS may be either one direction
only (one-way) or in both directions (two-way).

-

How much is it?
For mandatory two-way EAS involving a non-metropolitan exchange, the maximum EAS
fee is $3.50 a line for residential customers and $7 a line for business customers. This fee
limitation, however, does not apply to EAS involving a metropolitan exchange or to
optional EAS. If the cost of providing mandatory two-way EAS involving non-
metropolitan exchanges exceeds the revenues from such service, state law allows the
local telephone company to surcharge all of its customers in Texas to make up the
difference. The PUC must approve all EAS fees and surcharges.

Who gets the money?
Local telephone companies.
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WORKFORCE DIVERSITY FORM

Describe the specific initiatives, programs, and activities undertaken
under the plan during the preceding year:

Make an assessment of the success of each of the specific initiatives,
programs, and activities listed above:

Describe the initiatives, programs, and activities the utility will pursue during
the next year to increase the diversity of its workforce and contracting
opportunities for small and historically underutilized businesses:



WORKFORCE DIVERSITY FORM

State the specific progress made under the plan filed by the utility:
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In orderto insure that rcduciions  associated with the cost of providing intrastate long distance

service are  passed on to the telephone subscribers in Texas, the  76” Texas legMature  enacted

general  requirements in Section 52.112 of the  F’ubIic Utility Regulatory Act (PURA)  as psrt  of

Senate Bill  560. The primary focus of Section 52.112 of PURA is the pass-tiugh  of cost

reductions to the basic long  distance price schedules and the residential users of the unregulated

long distanoe’s~ccs  of large  ilItefexchange  car&Is @Es). In fact,  section 52.112 mandares

that the residential custom class receive no kss  than a pmportionata  share of the reduction in

the cost of switched - and specif~ca.Uy  directs that per minute  reductians  in the cost of

switched access be dkcted  in the per minute rates  of the basic rate schedules.

Staff bclicves  that the caniefs  required to pass on savings to their  customers have mbmiacd
the  apprwpriatc  material cmfmning  compliance with the requirements of PURA. No further

action is rapid  on this matkr excepting review  of additional switched access reductions as

they  occur.

L General Rmuirements

According to PURA 52X2’,  telecommunications utilities with more than 6% of the total

intrastate access minutes of use shaU  pass cost savip99  due to reductions in switched access

charges to their customers in the form of raie mductiorw. PURA  52112 rcquks  that within

six months the utilit#  file with the Commission sworn af3Xavits  conkming  the pass  through  of

cost savings from  switched 8cct3s  dmions.  Focusing on  a Wass”  of service Section 52.112

indicates that residential custom  are to rcctive their proportionate share of any cost savings.

Additionally, the section mandates that the  basic rate schedule, applicable to rcsidentiol  and

’ public  u?.ih@  Rc&fory Acf ‘l&C.  LbR CODE iiNN.  Q 52112  (vcmcm 1998 & Supp.  roo0)  (PURA).
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buskss  customers not gcncraUy  sewed  under any  spccifx optional calling  plan, is to refiect  per

minute ductions  in rates  consistent with per minute reductions in switched access costs.

I%  Docket No. 211723  the Commission established  Smrn  Affidavits of Com@etion  as  the

mechanism for IXCS  to demonstrate compliance with this PURA requkemen~ For a specitic

demonmation  of compIiance  the  affidavits must contain the foIlowing  information:

l Stitched access revenue (per minute  of use - MOU)  before and after the access

dUCtlOll

l The portion of re&lential  revenue  derived from toll  as a percent of total revenue

l Sworn  c-on of co@iance  with m 52112 and Commimim  orders that

the company has reduced the pmmamnt rates  under  its basic rate schcdt~.Ics

l Originating, tennirming  and toti  statetide  weighted avenge cost of switched access

b&fore  and after  Texas Universal Service Fund CTUSF)  reductions

XL Access Reductions and rmss-through  Blinm

F.Eective September 1,1999  switched access  rate rcductim  were &&red  in  Docket Nos.

18515 and lI3516*,  and rtquired  by PURA Section 58.301(1),5  On March  1, 2000 AT&T

Communications (AT&T), WorldCorn  (WCOM)  and Sprint Communications Company (Sprint)

filed in.fWon  pursumt  to the Commissions’ Declaratory Order, covering switched acc~

reductions made by incumbent hal exchange carriexs  (lLEC!s)  from  Jimmy 1,1999  through
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September  1, 1999.6 The timing of the fIings was consistent the six-month period granted  by

law that intcrcxchauge  carriers provide positive proof of a pass&rough  of cost savings.

The PUC Staff c&t&ted  average cost  reductions based on industry wide revenues and

market shares of the various ILECs and the specific rahctions  to costs afforded IXCs as a restit

of TUSF and 58560  activity. After  initial review of the pass&rough filings  Staff met with

reprcsen~vcs  from WCOM,  AT&T and Sprint. These meetings were held during the last week

in Ma&  for the purpose of clarifying the nAiability  of the information shmitkd. Suppfcmental

flings  providing additional information and  fur&r  clarification were accepted into the

confidential record of review in early  April 2ooO. Attachmmt I contains a minute-of-use (MOU)

rata  comparison hn  the basic schedulw  of these three companies.

A. WCOM

WCOM initially submitted infvgon  covering all of the company’s residential offerings

and small  business customers. Year 2000 and system  issues prevented WCOM from

implcmex~ti.ng  reductions as phuxuxi  for its large business customers. However, WCOM

iudicatai that a credit wouId  be  provided to large businesses for tic time period  between the

planned reductions and the  actual implcmmtatiou date. Subsequent to the initial Gling,  WCOM

provided pass-through support for business customers, which inciuchi  average revenue per

minute  calculations for the company’s business rates and the  pmxntage  of the company’s total

residential  revenne  as compared to it’s total intrastate revenue in the state of Texas.

WCOM’s  Affidavit of Julie-Bright  Parolek  submitted March 1,200O  identified switched

access (Iong  distance) rcvcnucs  before  and ailor  the 1999 access  rate reductions for both

residential customers and small business customers. Parolek’s  affidavit also  indicated that

WCOM’s  basic ra&  schedule, as revised, did in fact reflect  the access  reductions for 1999. Staff

has  ccmcluded  that these calculations appear to be  msonable  and  couform  to the rcqmts  of

in conjlrdo~  with, and  mm to in the afli&via  is considered,by t h e
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WCOM’s Affidavit of Laura K Pickcrcl  of March 1,ZOOO  ideutifitd  the company’s switched

access costs before and after the switched access reductions. WCOM’s calculation of the net

chauge  in the company’s costs on a per-minute-f-use basis is very much in line with the

expectatious  that the PUC Staff had calculated for average cost reductions based cm industry

wide rcveuues  and market shares of the various ILECS and the specifZc  rcductious  to costs

afTmled  IXCs as a result of TUSP and SB560 activity.

WCOM.3  Affidavit  of Julie L Davis submitted March 1,200O indicated that the tariffs

accompanying the March ld filing qm.sent a catalog tiat reflects the long distance rate

reductions that the company has implemented in order  to pass through the switched access

reduction identified by Ms. Pickerel.

WCOM3 Afklavit  of Randy Klaus, submitted April 6,2000,  provided  information on the

total amount of WCOM revenue derived from  residential customers. The Affidavit  of Joseph U

penick  submitted on that  same  date identified the change in switched access revenue for large

business customers as a result of the 1999 access reductions.

The catzdogue  of filings submitted by WCOM indicated that rate reductions were made to

many of WCOM’s services beginning September I,1999  through February 1,2000.  WCOM’s

reductions include, but are not limited to, MCIExecunet service (WCOM’s basic rate schedule),

MCI Evqday  Plus, Small Business Savings Plan, LMCI  Anytime. Dial USA, MCI 800 Service

and other service categories. Furthermore,  as indicated in oue  of the  tariff cover letters of

WCOM Tariff Administrator, Tanya Dingle, “the  purpose  of this ftig  is to reduce each of the

per-minute rates in WorldCorn’s  basic rate schedule by five cents”.

Based on the  information provided in the affidavits of WCOM and an  examination of the

basic schedule tariffs on file at the Commission, the StafF  co~~lu&s  that WCOM haa  complied

with the pas&rough  rtqtiments  of PURA Section 52.112 the Declaratory Order of Docket

No. 21172.
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